RE
Listening and sharing
Jesus gives himself to us in a special way.
Understanding the Eucharist and why it is
at the centre of our mass.
Giving all
Lent is a time to remember Jesus’s total
giving.
PSHE
Relationships: Feelings and Emotions
Recognising and responding appropriately
to a wide range of feelings in ourselves
and others
Mathematics
Measure: Length and Perimeter
Measure, compare, add and subtract:
lengths (m/cm/mm)
Measure the perimeter of simple 2-D
shapes
Geometry: Properties of Shape
Identify horizontal and vertical lines and
pairs of perpendicular and parallel lines.
Draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes
using modelling materials; recognise 3-D
shapes in different orientations and
describe them.
Recognise angles as a property of shape or
a description of a turn.
Identify right angles, recognise that two
right angles make a half-turn, three make
three quarters of a turn and four a
complete turn.
Identify whether angles are greater than
or less than a right angle.

English
Class Text: Stig of the Dump by
Clive King

History
Exploring life from the Stone Age through to
the Iron Age. We have been looking at
artefacts and investigating their purpose in
historical terms and what they tell us.
French
Colours, pets, body parts and revisiting
number.
Learning and retelling a story in French

Year 3
Spring Term 2
2021
Heads, shoulders,
knees and tums!
Events
Thursday 4th March - World Book Day
Computing - We are communicators
This unit allows the children to learn
about a number of e-safety matters in a
positive way. They will work with a partner
designing a presentation, learning how to
use email and video conferencing safely.

Text Level
• Instruction writing, linked to “Stig of
the Dump”
• Non-Chronological Report - linked to
the Stone Age
Sentence Level
•Punctuation, focus on sentence formation .
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•The function of adverbs in sentences.
Word Level
•Long and short vowel phonemes
•Spelling strategies
•Imperative verbs
•Adverbs of time
Speaking and Listening
• Speech – volume and tone

Science
Animals, human, nutrition and skeletons
How do we keep healthy? What do we
mean by diet? Investigating the
structure of our skeletons and how
they compare to other animals.
Music
Three Little Birds- by Bob Marley.
Studying his work, playing on percussion
instruments and composing.
PE:
REAL PE - Jasmine - Creative
Coordination - Sending and Receiving
Counter Balance - With a Partner

